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be unique
Imagine the vigorous signature design of a FJORD
powerboat in a size that takes liveability onboard to
another level. Fancy a FJORD with unknown luxury,
power and space. The boat you are dreaming of is the

FJORD 48 open !

Go island-hopping over a couple of days. Set-out for a
long-distance cruise and take all the joys of cutting-edge
powerboating with you. The FJORD 48 open
features everything your heart desires: Two vast double
cabins, space for a tender boat and a hull construction
so solid you can safely move outside coastal waters.
What else do you need to celebrate a unique life?
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impressive design

Seductive. Glamourous. Extravagant. The FJORD 48 open
is a bold statement of independence and a symbol of success
wherever she appears. Designer Patrick Banfield masterfully
implemented the iconic FJORD hull shape to the size of 48
feet. Anything about her is reduced to the essential, brought to
the best and outside the mainstream. When first impression
counts, this inimitable powerboat always delivers.

characteristic design, featuring the FJORD trademarks:
vertical bow, angular lines, t-shaped roof, clean surfaces
frameless windshield for unobstructed panoramic view
and unlimited open feeling
individually hand-built for the client by boatbuilding craftsmen
every single FJORD is unique, a beautifully
customised one-off

the wide anti-slip side deck ensures safe walking
stylish t-top, frameless windshield – at first glance a true FJORD

outstanding
performance
. The FJORD 48 open makes you understand how the word
„breathtaking“ was born. Two Volvo IPS600 engines easily lift the
bow from the water. If you prefer to get thrilled by the extreme, take
the 1,300 horsepower version with three engines, boosting the
speed up to 40 knots. The FJORD 48 open is the ultimate
powerboat and makes no secret of it – time to outrun the ordinary!

extreme power and speed – three engine version available
great feel and high fun factor
long range capability: over 2,000 litres fuel capacity,
390 litres of fresh water

sheer power easily controlled: pure fun for crew and helmsman

comfortable handling
The FJORD 48 open was designed for speed boating. But
docking her is part of the fun, too! The finely tuned joystick control
ensures you can move her 48 feet very precisely. Needless to say
that everything else onboard can be handled with the same ease,
thanks to hydraulic and electric support.

joystick control for easy docking
spacious, hydraulically opening tender bay fitting a
Williams Jet tender 285
hydraulically lifting platform for launching the tender and
comfortable access to the water
hydraulic anchor hatch and arm

easy to use: the hydraulic anchor launching system

open cockpit with t-top – extendable
with electric bimini for more shade

convert the rear section into whatever you like: sundeck, dining terrace or thrilling party location

safe & relaxing
Discover a new dimension of sharing your vibrant lifestyle with
family and friends. The lavishly large sundeck at the stern is an
irresistable invitation to stretch out in the sun. And when the
sun goes down, it provides the most coveted party location at
any place you drop anchor. Finest materials touch everybody´s
senses, and all amenities your guests could wish for are within
easy reach. Exceptional seakeeping makes sure everyone stays
relaxed during the whole cruise.

enormous deck space
full functional kitchen including barbecue, bar with
refrigerator, cool fresh water even under hot conditions
modern blend of high-grade materials: leather, teak,
stainless steel
safe for children: single-level non-slip teak deck,
deep secure bulwarks, convenient sidewalks

spacious side deck, high bulwark for maximum safety,
smooth sunpads – pure relaxation

large garage for jet tender and water sports devices, hydraulically opened

thanks to the fully equipped pantry, fresh delights are quickly ready to be enjoyed
pantry surfaces can be customised with a wide range of colours

welcome home

When the day is over, the FJORD 48 open continues to
excite. Two impeccably styled double cabins offer the perfect retreat
to get inspired and relaxed at the same time. The interior is furnished
with surfaces so noble your hands wish to feel them. Headroom,
berth size and storage room go beyond your previous ideas of a
powerboat. Get below deck and feel the atmosphere of privacy,
space, purism and elegance!

exclusive living quarters – puristic design, sophisticated
ambience, top materials
generous measurements – maximum headroom and king
size berths make everyone feel at home
the cabin layout either features a walk-in wardrobe
accessible from the bow cabin – or a second en-suite head
accessible from the starboard cabin
furniture woods are available in different styles or the
surfaces can be individually painted in a great variety of
colours and fine varnishes

head and separate shower, with direct access from the owner's cabin

shining nightlife
Switch on the LED mood lighting to immerse the deck and
the water around in tempting colours. Let your FJORD
be unique at night and generate a vibrant party location
for you and your friends. At the push of a button, you will
create an atmosphere captivating everyone: the few lucky
the stylish dashboard always catches the eye – day and night

ones onboard and those enviously watching from outside.
On this powerboat, late night can be the most intense
time of day.

second 12" high-end glass bridge chart plotter: expand your
single display installation into a multi-station system

our options at
your choice
Due to the impressing range of special gadgets, smart
devices, useful details and engine options, individualising
your FJORD 48 open can be as enjoyable as
driving her. Take a look at a few examples of your
countless configuration possibilities.

audio control station: fill the air with your favourite beats and a rich sound
removable bathing ladder with secure handholds

the bathing platform is available with hydraulic lift
enjoyable at night: the underwater lights

the FJORD 48 open can be powered by three Volvo IPS600
the dinghy garage offers space for a Williams 285 Jet Tender

COLOURS & MATERIALS
The FJORD 48 open is sure to be your liking whilst maintaining
the hull and waterline can be painted in a great variety of colours

first-class quality: the upholstery and furniture

incredible uniqueness. You choose the colours and the furnishings all the way
down to the type of cushioning. One thing is clear: you’re in possession of
something one-of-a-kind. An Open yacht is always a custom yacht.

BE UNIQUE
technical details
LOA

15.98 m

Hull length

15′ 8″

1.15 m

Water tank
Fuel tank
Displacement

390 l

85 UK gal

2,080 l

457 UK gal

12.62 t

12 UK t

B

B

Max. persons

18

18

Engine Option

A2

B1

3′ 9″

CE Category

Engine Standard

A1

A3

50′ 0″

4.79 m

Draft max.

48
open

52′ 5″

15.25 m

Beam

FJORD

2x Volvo Penta IPS600 approx. 30 knots*
3x Volvo Penta IPS600 approx. 40 knots*

*All performance figures are given in good faith and are intended as an indication. These figures cannot
be guaranteed as top speed in particular is affected by the cleanliness of the hull, conditions of the
propellers, weight carried and air/sea temperature. FJORD reserves the right to change specifications
in line with the company policy of improvement through research and development. Errors and
omissions expected. Please check with your dealer for a full list of inclusions.
Above specifications are non contractual.
Valid from 01.07.2017

standard

standard

B2

B1

This brochure is not contractual. The yachts depicted partly comprise special equipment not included in the standard scope of supply. Illustrations may not
correspond with current versions. Subject to alterations in design and equipment without notice and errors excepted. Printing: Druckhaus Panzig.
Design: smz GmbH. Photos: Nico Krauss, Alex Hartmann, Peter-Paul Reinmuth.
CIBF48O/D/GB/0917
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